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AGREEMENT
This Agreement entered into this ILltay of ~Io:.{ ,~, by and between the Town Board of the
Town of Greece, County of Monroe and State of New York, hereafter referred to as the "Town" and
the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereafter referred
to as the "Union" for the Town of Greece Employee Unit, Local 828.
WHEREAS, the "Town" and the "Union", as parties to this Agreement, are desirous of entering into
a written contract; and
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to confirm in this
Agreement;
. .
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as
follows:
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ARTICLE 1 -PREAMBLE
The TOWN OF GREECE and the UNION declare it to be their mutual policy that in order to
promote harmonious labor relations between the TOWN and its employees, the principle of
collective negotiations is to be employed pursuant to the New York State Public Employees Fair
Employment Act, and that no article or action in this Agreement is to be construed to be in any
violation of the New York State Civil Service Law.
Both parties to this Agreement, furthermore, affirm that public employment is to be regarded as a
lifelong career, and that as such, the terms, conditions of employment and working conditions shall
be of the highest caliber to attract and maintain in employment with the TOWN OF GREECE, the
best personnel available. . .
We further, affirm that each employee shall, at all times, be a dedicated, courteous and efficient
representative of public employment, realizing full well that he is under the constant scrutiny of the
public at large, and that he is performing an essential service private enterprise cannot undertake.
Recognizing the moral principles inherent in legislation, the parties hereby agree not to limit
employment with the TOWN or membership in the UNION, to any person because of sex, race, age,
creed, color, national origin, or handicapped status.
ARTICLE 2 - PLEDGE AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
The Employer and the Union realize "that they have a responsibility to promote and provide equal
opportunities for employment, and it is the positive and continuing policy of the Employer and the
Union to apply all provisions of this Agreement equally to all employees in the bargaining unit, so
as to ensure opportunity in employment without discrimination as to race, color, creed, sex, age,
national origin, or handicapped status.
All references to employees in this Agreement designate both sexes, and wherever the male gender
is used, it shall be construed to include male and female employees.
ARTICLE 3 - RECOGNITION, FEES AND DEDUCTIONS,
NO STRIKE PROCLAMATION
3.1 The Town recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive representative for all full-time
employees desclibed in Article 4, for the purpose of collective bargaining and processing of
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4.1
grievances for the maximum period defined in the Taylor Act.
Effective upon the execution date of this Agreement, each employee who chooses not to
become a member of the Union shall remit to the Union, by payroll deduction, an Agency
Fee. Such agency fee shall be equal to the dues uniformly required of a member of the
Union. .
3.2
The Town shall deduct from the wages of employees, and remit to the Union, regular
membership dues on behalf of those employees who have signed authorizations permitting
such payroll deductions. Such dues and premiums shall be remitted to the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc., Capital Station Box 7125, Albany, New York, 12224 on a
payroll period basis.
3.3
The Town will accord the C.S.E.A. separate deductions on its payroll for each insurance plan
C.S.E.A. sponsors as authorized by the employees in writing to the fiscal officer of the
employer; no other unrecognized employee organization shall be accorded any such payroll
deduction privilege.
The Union shall indemnify and hold the Employer hannless against any and all claims, suits,
order of judgements brought or issued against the Town as a result of the action taken by the
Employer under the provisions of this section.
The Union affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against the Town, to assist or
participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation upon its members to conduct, assist
or participate in such a strike.
ARTICLE 4 - COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT
Included: A general unit consisting of all full time employees in the Public Works
Department.
Excluded: 1.
2.
3.
4.
Part-time employees
Seasonal employees
Elected Officials
Employees represented by other negotiating
units
Guards
Commissioner of Public Works
Superintendent of Highways
Foreman-Sewer
Executive Director of Parks & Recreation
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
7
10.
11.
12.
13.
Assistant Recreation Director
Deputy Commissioner of Public Works
General Foreman -Roads
Any employee working full-time in a
confidential capacity in the office of the Cominissioner of Public
Works
4.2 Definitions:
. A full time employee shall be defined as one who is regularly scheduled to work the basic
work week as set forth in this Agreement.
A part time employee shall be defined as one who is regularly scheduled to work less than
the basic work week as set forth in this Agreement.
A seasonal employee shall be defined as one whose position is not intended to be ongoing
or one who is employed on a seasonal basis, for a portion of the year only.
.
.
ARTICLE 5 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer retains the right to manage its business and services and to direct the working force,
including the right to decide the number and location of its business and service operations, the
business and service operations to be conducted and rendered, and the methods, processes and means
used in operating its business and services, and the control of the buildings, real estate, materials,
parts, tools, machinery and all equipment which may be used in the operation of its business or in
supplying its services; to determine whether and to what extent the work required in operating its
business and supplying its service shall be performed by employees covered by this Agreement; to
maintain order and efficiency in all its departments and operations, including the right to discipline,
suspend and discharge employees pursuant to Civil Service Law; to hire, layoff, assign, transfer,
promote and determine the qualifications of employees; to determine the starting and quitting time
and the number of hours to be worked, subject only to such regulations governing the exercise of
these rights as are expressly provided in this Agreement or provided by law, and subject to the
grievance procedure contained herein.
ARTICLE 6 - RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
6.1 The Union shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin boards
maintained on the premises and facilities of the Town, subject to the approval of the contents
of such notices and communications by the Town Supervisor or his designee.
6.2 The Town recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of the Union
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to appear on their behalf, to discuss salary, working conditions, grievances and disputes in
relation to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and to appear at public hearings
before appropriate municipal organizations.
6.3 Employees who are designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting grievances shall be
permitted a reasonable amount of time free from their regular duties to fulfill these
obligations, which have as their purpose the maintenance of harmonious and cooperative
relations between the Town and the employees, and the uninteITUpted operation of
government. Such release time shall be with full pay.
Upon demand, the Union or the Town will give the names of their representatives or attorney
to the opposite party.
Any member of the Union shall have the right to present his grievance to representatives of
the Town, or file such grievance with his designated Union representative without loss of pay
or leave benefits. .
Members of the unit shall be permitted paid release time to provide testimony as witnesses
in bona fide grievance or arbitration hearings conducted in accordance with Article 33 of the
contract. This release time shall be limited to the time required to provide testimony during
the hearing. The Union shall notify the Town at least three (3) days in advance of the need
to have an employee present at a hearing. Aggregate total release time shall not exceed 12
hours in a calendar year.
The parties to this Agreement agree to the following procedure for release time for Union
business:
1. Union representatives shall notify immediate supervision of the requirement for
release time, and shall document the place of intended visitation, the purpose of
release time, and the estimated duration of stay.
Upon arrival at destination, the Union representative shall notify the supervisor of
that department of this presence, purpose and estimated duration of stay.
The Union representative shall, upon return to his department, document the time of
his return.
Release time shall not be authorized for routine day-to-day Union business which is
not directly related to the provisions of this Agreement except as provided in Section
6.8 of this Article 6.
2.
3.
4.
Any employee covered by the provisions of this Agreement shall be free to join or refrain
from joining the Union, free from coercion, reprisal, or penalty from the Union or the
Employer.
The Town agrees to negotiate the impact of any decision which affects wages, hours, terms
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and conditions of employment, and which is a mandatory subject of negotiations.
6.8 Upon the receipt ofa written request(s) trom the President of the Town of Greece Unit, Local
828, Civil Service Employees Association, Inc.; the Commissioner of Public Works of
Greece shall grant the aforementioned Union Officer or his designee( s) an aggregate of seven
(7) days per year of Union leave without loss of pay or leave credits to attend conferences,
. conventions, workshops, seminars or other meetings of the Union. The request of the Unit
President shall include the name of the members who will be attending a particular
conference, convention, workshop, seminar, or other meeting of the Union and the number
of days of the total days allowed each year which will be used.
ARTICLE 7 - WORK WEEK
7.1 The basic work week shall be forty (40) hours which shall not be construed to be a guarantee
of hours worked nor a limitation upon a reasonable number of overtime hours to be worked.
Should the Town decide to reduce the work week below forty hours, it agrees to negotiate
the impact of that decision with the Union.
During the work day, each employee shall be entitled to an unpaid lunch period of one half
(1/2) hour and a relief period not to exceed fifteen (15) minutes in the morning.
When an employee is required to report in advance of the regular starting time of a shift, he
shall be allowed to complete the regular shift for which he is scheduled providing the
employee is physically able and sufficiently alert to continue on his regularly scheduled shift.
Time worked or not worked by an employee covered by this Agreement shall be calculated
to the nearest tenth (1/10) of an hour.
ARTICLE 8 - OVERTIME
Employees shall be paid at the rate of time and one half (1 1/2) for all hours worked in excess
of forty (40) hours per week.
Employees shall be given the option of compensatory time off at the rate of time and one half
(1 Y2) for all hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours per week under the following
conditions: Compensatory Time Bank Balances will be paid off in full in Pay Period 26 of
each year (Out-of- Title rates will not be used to pay the balance, or any portion of the
balance even if the time was earned during a bonafide Out-of-Title period)- there will be no
carry over; Compensatory Time Bank Balances will be paid off in full prior to any
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promotion, upgrade or title change that will result in an increase/decrease to the employee's
hourly rate; Compensatory Time Banks will be limited to a maximum of sixty (60) hours;
Use of Compensatory Time must be approved by the Town in advance - denial by the Town
will not be eligible for grievance/arbitration.
8.2 Time paid for but not worked, with the exception of sick leave, shall be counted as time
worked in the calculation of overtime. .
ARTICLE 9 - CALL-OUT-PAY
Effective January 1, 1991, Employees called in outside of regularly scheduled hours shall
be guaranteed a minimum of 3 hours at time and one half (1 1/2). This guarantee shall not
apply to time which immediately precedes the employees' regular starting time.
Furthermore, the guaranteed minimum of 3 hours shall not be used in satisfying the forty
(40) hour work week requirement for the purpose of paying overtime after forty (40) hours
as set forth in Article 8 of this contract. However, an employee shall not be required to
complete the forty (40) hour prerequisite as established in Article 8 iri order to receive time
and one half (1 1/2) for each call in as establishedin this Article 9. .
Employees called out, outside their regularly scheduled hours on Memorial Day, July 4,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving, the day after Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year's Day the
actual holidays, not the day the holidays are observed, shall be guaranteed a minimum of 3
hours pay at double time (2.0x). If the Call-in exceeds 3 hours the employee will be paid at
double time for the hours in excess, provided the employee otherwise qualifies for the
overtime premium.
The remaining language of 9.1 regarding call-out pay shall continue to apply to call-out on these
specified holidays.
ARTICLE 10 - COMPENSATION
10.1 Compensation for employees covered by this Agreement shall increase according to the
following:
Effective pay period 1 of2001 the 2000 salary schedule shall be increased by 3%, see
attached Salary Schedule.
Effective pay period 1 of2002 the 2001 salary schedule shall be increased by 3%, see
attached Salary Schedule.
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Effective pay period 1 of2003 the 2002 salary schedule shall be increased by 3.5%, see
attached Salary Schedule.
Effective pay period 1 of2004 the 2003 salary schedule shall be increased by 3.5%, see
attached Salary Schedule.
Effective pay period 1 of 2005 the 2004 salary schedule shall be increased by 3.5%, see
attached Salary Schedule.
Specific wage rates are listed in Appendix A of the Agreement.
10.2 Shift Premium: Shift Premium: An employee whose major part of the working day falls
between 6:00 p.m. and midnight on a regular basis shall be paid $.35 per hour (effective
pay period one of 2002 this will increaseto $.45 per hour; effectivepay period one of
2003 this will increase to $.55 per hour) shift premium for all hours worked as part of that
regular shift. An employee whose major part of the working days falls between midnight
and 6:00 a.m. on a regular basis shall be paid $.55 per hour (effective pay period one of
2002 this will increase to $.65 per hour; effective pay period one of2003 this will
increase to $.75 per hour) shift premium for all hours worked as part of that regular shift.
. The major part of the working day is defined as 50% or more of the employee's hours.
Any employee whose regular shift extends past 6:00 p.m. but does not constitute 50% of
the shift, shall be paid at the rate of $.35 per hour (effective pay period one of 2002 this
will increase to $.45 per hour; effective pay period one of2003 this will increase to $.55
per hour) shift premium for each hour worked between 6:00 p.m. and midnight. Any
employee whose regular shift extends past midnight, but does not constitute 50% of the
shift, shall be paid at the rate of$.55 per hour shift premium for each hour worked
between(effective pay period one of2002 this will increase to $.65 per hour; effective pay
period one of2003 this will increase to $.75 per hour) midnight and 6:00 a.m.
An employee who is not regularly scheduled to work between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m. shall be entitled to receive shift premium only when filling in for an absent
employee whose regularly scheduled hours are between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Shift
premium will be paid only for actual regular hours worked.
10.3 Eligibility for the MEO rate shall require two (2) years of continuous employment with the
Town, providing the employee possesses a Class B driver's license and has received a
satisfactory evaluation.
Employees who meet the minimum Civil Service qualifications and have at least (1) one
year of service with the Town in the position of Laborer and possess a Class B driver's
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license and have received a satisfactory evaluation will be eligible to apply for any posted
MEO position.
Upon promotion to the title of MEO, employees Cropo, Kimball, VanDewater, Burge,
Lotempio, Wood, Torrales and Calvaruso will move to the top step of the MEO salary
bracket. { /
'1--- \0 ",0'- ~
Effective (date of contract execution to be inserted) all other persons either hired as an MEO
or promoted to an MEO will be paid at step one of the MEO salary schedule.
ARTICLE 11 - LIFE INSURANCE
11.1 The amount of life insurance coverage for each employee shall be in accordance with the
amount provided under 60b of the New York State Retirement System subscribed to by the
Town.
ARTICLE 12 - HOLIDAYS
12.1 Employee who have been employed thirty (30) days or more shall be entitled to a holiday
with pay as follows:
New Year's Day
Washington's Birthday
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Fourth of July
Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
And three (3) floating holidays which may be taken at a time mutually agreed to between the
employee and the Department Head or his designee.
12.2 Employees required to work on a holiday will receive holiday pay plus time and one half (1
1/2) for all hours worked on such holiday, providing the employee works forty (40) hours
or more during such holiday week.
12.3 If a holiday falls on a Saturday, it will be observed on the preceding Friday. If a holiday falls
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on a Sunday, it will be observed the following Monday.
12.4 In order to receive holiday pay for any holiday set forth in Section 12.1 of this Article 12, an
employee shall work the regularly scheduled work day before the holiday and the regularly
scheduled work day following the holiday unless the employee is on an approved leave or
is ill and provides the Town with a statement from his physician within twenty-four (24)
hours of his return to work.
12.5 Call-Out Pay for Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, the day aft~r
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's Day shall be paid in accordance with Article 9.2
of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 13 - VACATION
13.1 Each employee covered by this Agreement shall receive a vacation with pay, based upon the
following schedule, to be detennined by the anniversary date of employment of the
individual employee.
Effective January 1, 1997, the vacation schedule shall be as follows:
Length of Service Length of Vacation
After 6 months
1 year
2 years
5 years
10 years
20 years
30 years
five (5) working days
3.3334 hours per month
10.0 hours per month
11.3334 hours per month
14.0 hours per month
17.3334 hours per month
19.3334 hours per month
For the period January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1997, an employee shall, upon reaching his
anniversary date, be credited with his annual vacation accrual and then shall immediately
commence accruing vacation on a monthly basis as above.
13.2 If a conflict develops between two or more employees in respect to choice of vacation, then
seniority will govern the choice of vacation.
Vacations for employees in the Department of Public Works shall be taken in accordance
with the vacation policy directives issued by the Commissioner of Public Works on August
7, 1975.
Scheduling of vacations shall be the determination of the department head and shall be made
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in a manner which will result in the orderly operation of the department.
Single day vacations (not to exceed three in a calendar year) may be taken by employees, at
the discretion of the department head or his designee, for emergency purposes. The request
for the taking of such vacation must be made at least thirty (30) minutes prior to the start of
the employee's regularly scheduled shift.
13.3 Employees shall not normally carry vacation accrued from year to year unless prior
agreement with the employer has been reached to do so, or unless the employee is prevented
from using his vacation within the year earned because of the requirements of the employer.
Effective December 31, 1998, the employee's vacation accrual shall not exceed forty (40)
days.
13.4 If a holiday( s) falls within the vacation period of an employee, the employee shall be allowed
to extend his vacation period by the holiday( s) falling within such period.
13.5 Upon retirement, or other type of separation from service, the employee his beneficiary, or
his estate shall be paid for all unused vacation days. The Town shall reimburse the
employee, his beneficiary or estate for all unused vacation leave on the pay day following
the end of the pay period in which the event takes place.
ARTICLE 14 - LONGEVITY
14.1 Commencing with the third year of his consecutive emploYment, each employee shall,
following his anniversary date, receive fifty (50) dollars per year, not to exceed six hundred
fifty dollars ($650). The six hundred fifty dollar ($650) cap will increase to seven hundred
dollars ($700) effective 01/01103.
The cap for twenty (20) years of service will not exceed seven hundred fifty dollars ($750);
the cap for twenty-five (25) years of service will not exceed eight hundred dollars ($800).
ARTICLE 15 - EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS
15.1 Employees covered under this Agreement will be reimbursed up to five hundred dollars
($500.00) per semester for the cost of tuition for courses related to the position held by such
employee, or any promotional or job-related positions in the Department of Public Works.
The Town Supervisor or his designee must approve the course prior to the registration of the
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E.
employee for such course. Payment will be made only upon successful completion of the
course, with passing grades or similar certification. The Town will pay up to fifty (50)
dollars for books and supplies per course on all approved programs or job. related courses,
and any additional amount, subject to approval by the Town Supervisor.
Completion of the course is a requirement for Town reimbursement.
If other financial assistance is received; it shall be remitted to the Town.
ARTICLE 16 - SICK LEAVE
General Provisions
A. Under the tenns of this Agreement, Sick Leave shall be granted for the following causes:
1. Sickness or injury of the employee;
2. Serious illness in the employee's immediate family requiring care and
attendance by the employee as certified by the attending physician;
3.
4.
Quarantine regulations as certified by the attending physician;
Medical or dental visits. .
B. For the purpose of this Article, immediate family shall include: mother, father,
spouse, child, or person occupying the position of a parent of the employee or his
spouse or any other relative who is an actual member of the employee's household.
c. Medical or dental visits shall be made during working hours only under
circumstances where an appointment cannot be made during non-working hours. If
Sick Leave is utilized for this purpose, the employee, except in an emergency, shall
give forty eight (48) hours notice to the supervisor and shall thereafter submit to the
department head a statement from the doctor regarding such visit.
D. Notice to the Supervisor: When absence is required under the provisions of this
Article, the employee shall report the same to his superior at least one-half (1/2) hour
prior to the beginning of the regularly scheduled shift. In case of failure to report
within the time limit stated, unless for reasons satisfactory to the department head,
the absence shall not be credited to sick leave, but shall be considered time off
without pay.
After three (3) consecutive days of absence due to an illness, the employee may be
required to present a doctor's certificate verifying his illness. or injury. Periodic
verification of continuing illness may be requested by the department head if an
illness or injury continues beyond three (3) days.
In cases where the department head believes that sick time is being abused, either on an individual
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day-to-day basis or for a continuing time period, the department head may require that an emplqyee
be examined by a Town designated physician to review the employee's medical condition and his
fitness for work. The Town shall pay for this medical examination.
16.2 Individual Sick Days
A. All full time employees who have been continuously employed for a period of six (6)
months shall be entitled time off with pay for individual sick days. Sick leave will
be credited at the rate of one (1) day per month on the first day of the month
following the six (6) month anniversary date. Such crediting will continue until the
next January at which time the employee will be credited with 8.6667 hours per
month.
On January 1, 1997, each employee will be credited with thirteen (13) days of sick
leave, and then shall immediately commence accruing sick leave on a monthly basis,
as above. Unused Sick Leave will be carried over into the next year for a total not
to exceed one hundred eighty (180) days.
B.
c. Payment for Accumulated Sick Leave .
All current employees hired prior to January 1, 1976 or earlier, shall be entitled to the
following:
1. Eligible employees will receive payment for a maximum of one hundred
(100) days upon termination, or the number of days in the employee's bank
as of December 31, 1985, whichever is greater (not to exceed 165 days).
Accumulated sick leave days will be paid at the rate the employee is earning
at the time of termination.
There will be no reduction in the number of sick days available for use by the
employee as a result of this provision. Employees will continue to
accumulate sick days in accordance with Article 10.2. Accumulated days
may exceed the number of days the employee is eligible to be paid upon
termination, up to maximum of 180 days.
2.
3.
Employees hired after January 1, 1976, shall not be entitled to payment for accumulated sick leave
upon termination.
Extended Sick Leave
A. All full time hourly employees who have been continuously employed for a period
of eighteen (18) months or longer shall be entitled to extended sick leave.
After exhausting all accumulated sick days, the employee must take three (3) days
at no pay prior to receiving three quarters (3/4) extended sick leave pay.
Thereafter, employees shall be entitled to extended sick leave at the rate of three
quarters (3/4) of wages. Extended sick leave at three quarters (3/4) of wages shall
not exceed a period of four (4) months during a twelve (12) month period beginning
16.3
B.
c.
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B.
c.
D.
E.
with the first day of the three quarters (3/4) pay. One month shall be calculated at the
equivalent of twenty (20) working days.
All extended sick leave will be computed at the straight time rate.
An employee may, at his option, utilize any accumulated vacation to extend his
period of full pay prior to beginning three quarters (3/4) pay.
16.4 Unpaid Leave of Absence
Ifan employee is unable to return to work at the end of the four (4) month three quarter (3/4)
pay extended sick leave, he shall be entitled to an unpaid leave of absence for a period not
to exceed six (6) months subject to the approval of the Director of Personnel.
E.
F.
ARTICLE 17 - ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE PROGRAM
D.
On March 31 and September 30 of each year, employee absence records will be
reviewed.
Employees whose total absence during the prior six (6) month period was two (2) full
days or less will receive four (4) hours pay (1/2 day) at their current rate.
Employees whose total absence during the prior six (6) month period was in excess
of two (2) days but not more than four (4) days will receive two (2) hours pay (1/4
day) at their current rate.
Sick days (full and partial), Sick No-Pay, and other No Pay days (excused or
unexcused) will be considered in arriving at the absence total. Time off related to
compensable injury will not be considered.
Only employees who work full-time during the entire six (6) month period will be
eligible for the Attendance Incentive Program.
For the current contract, the six month periods will end March 31, 1997, September
30, 1997, March 31, 1998, September 30, 1998, March 31, 1999 and September 30,
1999.
ARTICLE 18-BEREAVEMENTLEAVE
Permanent full time employees will be allowed bereavement leave as set forth hereinafter:
A. Immediate family: spouse, mother, father, children, brother, sister: four (4) days.
B. Other family members: mother-in-law, father-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law,
and any other family member residing in employee's household: three (3) days.
Employee's grandparents: two (2) days
Other relatives and, at the discretion of the Department Head, friends or coworkers:
a maximum of one-half (1/2) day.
18.1
c.
D.
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Upon request, the employee shall submit to the Department Head, or his designee, a Notice of Death
or other evidence attesting to the validity of such absence.
ARTICLE 19 - MATERNITY LEAVE
19.1 An employee who is pregnant may continue working as long as she and her physician feel
she can adequately perform her work. In maternity Gases, the employee will be allowed to
use her accrued vacation, sick leave and compensatory time credits before being placed on
maternity leave with out pay.
A pregnancy related disability shall be treated in the same manner as any other
non-occupational disability in respect to sick leave benefits, except that pregnancy related
. .
disability shall be certified by the attending physician prior to the payment of sick leave
benefits to which an employee may be entitled.
Sick leave pay at three quarters (3/4) rate will be granted to female employees due to a
pregnancy related disability in the same fashion as any other non-occupational disability,
except that sick leave benefits will not be available to a female employee under those
circumstances until certification of inability to work is received ftom her attending physician.
ARTICLE 20 - LEAVE FOR OTHER REASONS
20.1 A written request for a leave of absence without pay, for reasons not cited in this Agreement,
must be submitted to the employee's department head. Upon recommendation of the
department head, and approval of the Town Supervisor, a leave of absence may be granted
for a period not to exceed six (6) months.
ARTICLE 21 - JURY DUTY
21.1 To meet an obligation as a citizen by serving on Jury Duty, an employee will be granted time
off with pay for Jury Duty.
Any compensation received by the employee, except for mileage fees, will be reimbursed by
the employee to the Town of Greece.
ARTICLE 22 - WORKER'S COMPENSATION
22.1 In the event of a compensable, on-the-job injury, the employee shall be placed on a one year
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leave of absence. During the first six (6) months of the leave, the Town shall continue the
employee's full wages; thereafter, the employee shall receive the appropriate Worker's
Compensation disability insurance payment directly. All benefits will continue during the
one (1) year leave.
22.2 . Any employee having fourteen (14) or more accrued days in his sick bank shall receive full
pay commencing with the first day of disability.
22.3
22.4
22.5
22.6
22.7
Any employee having thirteen (13) or less accrued days in his sick leave bank shall receive
full pay commencing with the second day of disability. Such employee subject to a one (1)
day waiting period may use any accrued sick leave which he may have in sick leave bank to
avoid the loss of the one (1) day's pay.
Any Worker's Compensation benefits the employee receives as a result of a claim made by
the employee shall be reimbursed to the Town upon receipt of said' benefits by the employee.
The Town, however, will continue to pay full weekly pay during the term of his disability,
for a maximum period of six (6) months. It is understood that the benefits paid under this
paragraph shall be only for temporary disability, and shall not cover anyone permanently
disabled as a result of injuries sustained on the job.
An employee will be eligible for a cumulative maximum of six (6) months full wages for any
one injury. Additional time off will be unpaid leave during which the employee will receive
the appropriate Workers' Compensation disability payment. Employee benefits will continue
during any unpaid leave.
An employee will be eligible for a maximum of six (6) months of full pay for Workers'
Compensation during any twelve (12) month period, for one (1) injury or any combination
of injuries. Any additional time off will be unpaid leave during which the employee will
receive the appropriate Workers' Compensation disability payment. Employee benefits will
continue during any unpaid leave.
Where an employee uses six (6) months at full pay during a twelve (12) month period, and
has a new injury, the employee shall receive an amount equivalent to the disability payment
he would have received under Workers' Compensation to cover the initial seven (7) days
waiting period. Thereafter, the employee will receive the standard disability payment.
If at the end of this one (1) year leave, the employee is unable because of continuing
disability to return to his full time position he shall be placed on "inactive status" and entitled
to all reinstatement rights as outlined in Section 71 of Civil Service Law and to continuing
disability payments as determined by the Worker's Compensation Board.
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ARTICLE 23 -RETIREMENT
23.1 The Town shall provide the Twenty-five (25) Year Non-Contributory Career Retirement Plan
(Section 75-g) of the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law for each employee
covered under this contract who is eligible for said plan or shall provide and offer the
Coordinated Escalator Retirement Plan (Article 14) of the aforementioned law to those
employees who are not eligible for coverage under Section 75-g.
Effective January 1, 1993, the Town will contract with the New York State Retirement
System, the conversion from Section 75-g to Section 75-i of the Retirement System.
ARTICLE 24 - FURNISHING OF EQUIPMENT
24.1 The Town will provide and maintain for each employee rain gear consisting of boots, hats,
jackets with hood and appropriate work gloves; maintenance and replacement to be
detennined by the Department Head.
Effective January 1, 1995, each employee will receive one hundred twenty-five ($125.00)
per year toward the purchase of work boots and winter carhart jackets (which are approved
by the department).
24.2 A maximum of $250 per mechanic, Lift Station Mechanic, or Maintenance Mechanic will
be provided to replace broken hand tools or purchase necessary tools; payment to be made
in a lump sum prior to February 1 of each year.
A mechanic is defined as an employee who is assigned and works on or repairs motor
equipment at least ten (10) months of the year.
24.3 The Town shall provide to Sewer employees eight (8) sets of laundered uniforms. Mechanics
shall be supplied with eleven (11) sets of laundered uniforms.
24.4 Rubber gloves shall be supplied to Sewer Division employees, as well as Mechanics.
24.5 The Town shall provide full reimbursement for an employee's prescription glasses
accidentally broken while on the job during working hours, subject to the following
conditions:
1. The accident must be reported promptly and fully documented.
2. The accident was not a result of horseplay or gross negligence.
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3. The damage is not otherwise recoverable through the employee's medical insurance
plan.
The replacement glasses must be verified as the same prescription as the glasses
which were broken and the eyeglass frames shall be of similar quality.
4.
ARTICLE 25 - HEALTH AND SAFETY
25.1 The Town shall not require employees to work under conditions which constitute a threat to
the health or safety of the employees. Claims of conditions which relate to health or safety
may be processed through the grievance procedure, as set forth in this Agreement.
26.1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
ARTICLE 26 - HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
Effective January 1, 1998, all full time employees of the Town may, by application, become
members of the Town's health insurance plan, which shall include:
1. Blue Million Plan with $5.00 Co-Pay Drug Rider, full Maternity Rider, 80/20 X-Ray
. Rider, and 2 in 1 Rider;
Blue Choice Select;
Preferred Care Community
Blue Choice Plus
Via Health
Strong Care
Employees will have as their base plan the Blue Choice Select of Preferred Care Community
Plan. If the employee chooses to subscribe to a higher cost plan, the employee shall be
obligated to pay the premium difference. .
Employees coming on the Town payroll subsequent to the ratification of the 1/1/97 -
12/31/99 agreement, shall be obligated to contribute on a monthly basis, ten percent (10%)
of the premium of the base health insurance in which they are enrolled; or ten percent (10%)
of the premium if enrolled in a lower cost non-base plan (IE: Blue Choice Plus, Via Health,
Strong Care, etc.). If the employee elects to enroll in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Blue
Million Plan, he will be responsible for the difference between the Town's contribution to
the base plan for which he is eligible and the cost of the Blue Million premium. The
employee contribution shall be made by payroll deduction.
The Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan will not be available to an employee if such employee is
covered by another Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan or any other comparable medical/surgical
insurance of any company.
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26.2 Retirees of the Town shall receive fully paid Blue Choice Select or Preferred Care
Community coverage which is in effect at the time of retirement under the following
provIsIons:
A. Ten (10) years of continuous full time service immediately preceding date of
retirement;
Drawing a pension from the New York State Retirement System; or
Drawing a pension or disability benefit under Social Security.
B.
C.
If a retiree relocates to an area that does not have reciprocity or affiliation with the local
HMO in which the Town participates he may, upon proof thereof, participate in the 'Blue
Million Plan. The employee will be responsible for the same contribution rate that would
have applied under an HMO plan. If there is no affiliated HMO in the area to which the
retiree relocates, and the retiree wishes to participate in a non-affiliated HMO, the Town will
contribute the cost of the premium directly to that HMO in an amount not to exceed the
Town's contribution to the Blue Million Plan for that retiree. If the Blue million Plan is
discontinued, the Town will contribute an amount not to exceed the last premium charged
for the Blue Million Plan.
26.4 Effective the first full month after the ratification date of the contract, the Town will
contribute the following rates toward the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Smile Saver n dental plan:
single:
family:
up to $22.00 per month
up to $45.00 per month
If an employee elects to change from a family to a single plan during the life of the
agreement, the Town agrees to pay the full cost of the single plan up to the amount of the
contribution for the family plan.
26.5 Effective 1/1/01, employees who decline health insurance coverage with the Town shall
receive a payment from the Town the equivalent of twenty-five percent (25%) of the higher
cost base plan that would have been paid for the months in which they were not covered by
the Town. Payments will be made in the first pay check in December of each year. The
employee must present written proof to the Town that they ,are covered by another health
insurance policy. The employee shall have the right to return to the Town's group coverage
upon a change in status or during any "open enrollment" periods. '
Employees covered by Town health insurance through a spouse (active or retired) are not
eligible for this payment.
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ARTICLE 27 -JOB SECURITY
27.1 It is agreed that all Competitive, Noncompetitive, and Labor class employees who have been
employed for twelve (12) months or longer shall not be discharged, suspended, disciplined,
or demoted withoutjust and sufficient cause. .
Notification to the ~mployee shall specify the reasons for the action taken, including a
description stating the alleged acts and/or misconduct, and the dates, times and places in
which the alleged acts occurred. .
27.2 Any tenured employee, who alleges that such action was without just and sufficient cause
shall have full recourse to the grievance and arbitration procedures set forth in this
Agreement. The CSEA grievance procedure shall be the sole mechanism for resolving
disputes related to disciplinary action and the CSEA Union will act as the sole employee
representative.
27.3 A grievance contesting a suspension without payor termination shall commence at step 2
of the grievance procedure.
ARTICLE 28 - LAYOFF AND RECALL
28.1 For the purpose of this Article, seniority shall be defined as the length of continuous service
with the Department of Public Works by job classification.
28.2 In the event of a reduction of force, employees with the least seniority shall be the first laid
off. Employees who are laid off shall be eligible for recall for a period not to exceed one (1)
year following the date of layoff, and shall be called in inverse order of layoff.
In the event of a reduction of force in classifications covered under this agreement, Town
employees employed in the Public Works Department, who are encumbering Temporary,
Seasonal or Part-time positions will be first laid off.
Full-time employees, whose positions were abolished, will by inverse seniority within
classification, be offered positions vacated by the laid off Temporary, Part-time and
Seasonal employees.
28.3 An employee who is laid off shall be entitled to exercise his seniority, to displace an
employee with less seniority, in a job title previously held by such laid off employee,
providing he exercises such right by written notice within five (5) days following notice of
layoff, and provided such employee is qualified to perform the work of the lower
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classification.
28.4 Competitive employees shall be governed by the provision of Section 80 and 81 of the Civil
Service Law. Competitive employees whose positions are abolished and who previously
held positions in the Noncompetitive class will have the right to return to their previous title,
provided they have"more seniority than employees in that title and they are qualified to
perform the work of the previous classification.
28.5 Employees notified of recall must respond to the Town within five (5) working days
following receipt of notification.
28.6 Continuous service shall be broken by:
1. Resignation
2. Discharge
3. Layoff for a period exceeding twelve (12) months
4. Failure to return following notice of recall
ARTICLE 29 -ORDERED MILITARY DUTY
29.1 Consistent with Section 242 of the Military Law of the State of New York, members of the
National Guard or the Reserve of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps or Air Force, or Coast
Guard will be granted a military duty leave of absence up to thirty (30) continuous calendar
days, with pay, in any calendar year.
29.2 Extended Military Duty
If an employee is required to render military duty, he shall be granted a military leave of
absence pursuant to Section 243 of the Military Law of the State of New York.
ARTICLE 30 - JOB POSTING
30.1 The Department will post all vacant positions within the Department of Public Works which
the Town intends to fill. The position(s) will be posted for a minimum of five (5) days prior
to filling the vacancy, whenever possible. The posted vacancy shall state the title, job,
location, shift and salary.
The sole purpose of posting vacancies is to apprize the employees of the vacancy which the
Town intends to fill.
30.2 Seniority shall be a factor in filling of vacancies, providing the employee is full qualified to
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perform the work of the vacant position. The qualifications of an employee shall be solely
determined by the employer.
Where the qualifications of two or more employees are equal, as determined by the
employer, seniority shall be the determining factor.
30.3 In addition to the conditions with regard to the positing of vacancies set forth in Section I
of this Article 30, the Town shall post in the Department of Public Works Buildings, all full
time vacancies which occur within any Department of the Town, except when a valid Civil
Service List exists for a vacancy (ies) as well as all Civil Service Examination Notices
received by the Director of Personnel.
30.4 Temporary vacancies which are expected to exceed sixty (60) calendar days will be posted
by the Town, with the stated qualifications required. The sole purpose of such posting is to
advise employees of the temporary vacancy and to solicit interest.
ARTICLE 31 - OUT OF TITLE WORK
31.1 Out of title work may be utilized only in the event of temporary absence of a higher rated
employee.
If the Department Head chooses to make an out of title assignment, he shall do so in writing,
setting forth the out of title assignment and the effective date of the commencement of such
assignment.
The payment for the out of title assignment shall commence on the second day of such
assignment only in the event such assignment exceeds five (5) days.
If an out-of-title assignment exceeds one hundred eighty (180) calendar days, the Town shall
notify the Union in writing, stating the reasons therefore.
31.2 Except in cases in which an employee is demoted due to a reduction in force, disciplinary
action, probationary assignment or due to the physical impainnent of an employee, there
shall be no reduction in pay to an employee who is assigned to a lower paying position.
ARTICLE 32 - PERSONNEL FILES
32.1 No material related to an employee's conduct, performance, character or personality which
is derogatory in nature shall be placed in the personnel file without notification to the
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32.2
employee. The employee shall be given an opportunity to read such material and shall
acknowledge that he has read such material by affixing his signature on the material to be
filed with the understanding that such signature merely acknowledges that he has read such
material and does not indicate agreement with its contents. The employee shall receive a
copy of such material upon request. An employee who has derogatory material lodged
against him shall have such material deleted from his personnel file when such material has
been detennined invalid by normal grievance procedures, civil court action or formal or
infonnal hearings with Town representatives.
An employee shall have an opportunity to review his personnel file in the presence of an
appropriate official of the department upon five (5) days' notice and to place in such file a
response of reasonable length to anything contained there in which such employee deems to
be adverse. Any report of an adverse nature which is three (3) or more years old shall not
be utilized for disciplinary purposes.
32.3 The Town agrees that there shall not be more than one personnel file in any facility of the
Town covered by this Agreement which shall be maintained in the Personnel Office. This
shall not include duplicate files which are maintained in various Town locations.
ARTICLE 33 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
33.1 Each employee shall have the right to present his grievance to representatives of the Town,
ftee ftom interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal, and without loss of pay
or leave benefits.
33.2
Each employee shall have the right to representation at all stages of the grievance procedure.
A grievance shall be defined as any claimed violation of a specific and express provision of
this Agreement, provided, however, that such tenn shall not include any matter which is
otherwise reviewable pursuant to law, or any rule or regulation having the force and effect
of law, or any matter which the Town is without the authority to act upon.
33.3 The pendency of a grievance shall, in no way, operate to impede, delay or interfere with the
right of the Town to take the action complained of.
33.4 STEP 1: A grievance as defined above, between the employee or a group of employees and
the Town, shall be initiated in the first instance by the employee(s) involved, and/or the
employee(s)' representative, with the department head of the department involved. The
grievance shall be submitted in writing, and signed by the aggrieved party or, in the event
of a grievance on behalf of a group of employees, by the representative of such group of
employees. A grievance, if it is to be considered, shall be presented within fifteen (15)
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business days from its known occurrence.
The department head shall serve a written reply to the aggrieved party or parties within five
(5) business days of the submission of the grievance.
STEP 2: In the event a grievance is not disposed of under Step 1, the aggrieved employee(s)
may request a review of the grievance with the Town Supervisor or his designee. Such
request shall be submitted to the Supervisor, in the same manner provided for in Step 1 of
the grievance procedure, within five (5) business days of the conclusion of Step 1.
The Town Supervisor or his authorized designees may conduct an informal hearing at which
all parties involved may present oral or written statements in support of their position. If a
Step 2 hearing is to be set, it will be scheduled within ten (10) days of the Step 2 request
being received by the Town. The Town Supervisor, or his authorized designee, shall serve
a written reply to the aggrieved employee(s) within ten (10) business days from the close of
the hearing.
STEP 3: If the grievance is not resolved, the employee(s) shall have the right to submit the
grievance to final and binding arbitration, within seven (7) working days following
completion of the preceding stage, by written notice to the employer.
Following such notice, the Union shall request a list of seven (7) names from PERB.
The parties shall be entitled to request no more than three (3) lists of arbitrators from PERB.
Upon request of a list which is acceptable to both parties, a representative of each party shall
meet and alternately strike names from the list until one (1) name remains. The remaining
name shall become the selected arbitrator. If either of both parties reject the first two (2) lists
furnished by PERB, the parties shall request that a third list be sent to them by the
aforementioned Board and shall select an arbitrator from such list in accordance with the
procedures set forth herein for choosing an arbitrator. The arbitrator shall hear the grievance
promptly and render his decision, in writing, within thirty (30) days of the close of the
hearing. The parties to this Agreement shall share equally the fees and expenses of the
arbitrator.
The time limits, as set forth in this Article, shall be strictly adhered to and shall be binding
upon the parties, unless waived by mutual agreement for just and sufficient cause. The
arbitrator shall not have jurisdiction or authority to add to, modify, detract from or alter in
any way the provisions of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 34 -SPECIAL LICENSES
34.1 Any employee covered under this agreement, who is required or desires to obtain a new or
special license in order to operate 'vehicles and/or equipment of the employer, shall be '
granted time off with pay for the purpose of taking any necessary driving tests.
The employer shall also supply the necessary vehicle to take the test providing the employee
gives at least seven (7) days notice prior to the scheduled date of testing.
34.2 The Town shall pay fifty percent (50%) of the CDL and vehicle inspection licenses which
is required by the Town, and will reimburse the employee within thirty (30) business days
of the CDL renewal.
ARTICLE 35 - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
35.1 The parties agree to establish a Labor Management Committee for the purpose of discussing
and resolving problems which occur during the term of this agreement. The committee shall
consist of a representative or representatives of the Town and three (3) representatives from
the Union. The committee shall convene within five (5) working days from the date of
written notice, or at a time mutually agreeable to both parties.
The party initiating the Labor Management Committee meeting shall send written notice to
the other party which shall include an agenda of matters to be discussed. The Town agrees
that time spent in participating in the Labor Management Committee meeting shall be
without loss of payor benefits.
ARTICLE 36 - COMPLETE AGREEMENT
36.1 The parties agree that during the negotiations that preceded this Agreement each had the
unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any subject
or matter not removed by law from the area of collective negotiations, and that the
understandings and agreements arrived at by the parties, after the exercise of that right and
opportunity, are set forth in this Agreement.
Therefore, for the life of this Agreement, the Town and the Union each voluntarily and
unqualifiedly waives the right, and each agrees that the other shall not be obligated to
negotiate collectively with respect to any subject or matter referred to or covered in this
Agreement, or with respect to any subj ect or matter not specifically referred to or covered
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in this Agreement, even though such subjects or matters may not have been within the
knowledge or contemplation of either or both of the parties at the time they negotiated and
signed this Agreement.
36.2 This Agreement shall represent all employee rights, privileges and benefits granted by the
Town to its employees, and unless specifically and expressly set forth in this Agreement, all
rules, regulations, practices and benefits previously granted are not in effect.
36.3 IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED BY THE PARTIES HERETO THAT THE
BENEFITS COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT ARE SUBJECT TO THE
APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF LAW, AND TO THE APPROVAL OF THE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AS WELL AS THE
APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS FOR SUCH AGREEMENT BY THE TOWN BOARD.
36.4 It is further agreed and understood by both parties that this Agreement, and all provisions
herein, are subject to all applicable laws and, in the event any provisions of this Agreement
are held to violate such law, such provisions shall not bind either of the parties, but the
remainder of this Agreement
36.5 Any provision of this Agreement which is held to be in violation of law, is subject to
renegotiation by the parties to this Agreement in an attempt to reach agreement on a
substitute provision.
ARTICLE 37 -FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNT
Effective January 1, 1995, the Town will provide employees with the opportunity to establish a
Flexible Spending Account.
.Miscellaneous: Eligibility for the MEO rate shall require two (2) years of continuous
employment with the Town, providing the employee possesses a Class B
drivers license and has received a satisfactory evaluation.
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ARTICLE 38 -TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall become effective and in part be retroactive to January 1, 2001, and shall
terminate at the close of business on December 31, 2005.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto affixed their hands and seals, this
day of , 2001.
FOR THE TOWN: FOR THE UNION:
"
I ~
.~ D _ _ _.. ~
."~"o~ ,..-~
~
Jo.. T. Auberger, Supervisor'
..".. Town of Greece
~....
. J? '~j-c~ 'i ,___'-' ,.:1 Ail ,. :, <!.i) ,t,y~"
"
,.1
'.
(.~,
;' resident CSEA
~~. seph A. Spencer
Director of Personnel
Town of Greece
~~)~
~J
~C~~ ~,- .
Deobie Lee, CSEA
Collective Bargaining Specialist
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TOWN OF GREECE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
VACATION POLICY
To ensure the orderly operation of the Department of Public Works, the following vacation policy
has been established and will become effective 11 August 1975. J:>ersonswho requested vacation
prior to the establishment of this policy will have their requests honored.
Each Department has been divided into groups based on the normal job assignment of each
individual. Within each group, vacation will be granted on priority and seniority. A request for five
consecutive days or more will have the highest priority, with a one-day request the least priority.
Seniority within the assigned group and after priority will govern who is granted vacation if the
number of men requesting vacation exceeds the limiting number for the group.
Requests for vacation of more than ten (10) working days requires special permission form the
Department Head. A minimum of two (2) working days notice is required.
Special consideration will be given to vacation .requests for such reasons as honeymoons, births,
special personal problems, advanced rental of vacation cottages, the hunting/fishing seasons, and
single days prior to and after holidays.
This policy will be in effect from approximately 10.April to the end of November. From 1
December to approximately 10 April, it is intended that two men can go on vacation out of town
at one time with the work load and weather being the deciding factor. During this time period,
vacation will be granted to additional men who intend to remain in the local area and can be called
in for snow removal emergencies.
William S. Kintz.
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30/0 Increase
Title
Construction Inspector annual $44,321.6800 StockhandlerAuto Parts Foreman bi-weekly $1,704.6800
Sr. Labor Foreman hourly $21 .3085
overtime $31.9628
Sewer Const. Inspector annual $41,750.3840
Sign Installation Foreman bi-weekly $1,605.7840 LaborerLabor Foreman hourly . $20.0723
Parks Foreman overtime $30.1085
Asst. Const. Inspector
Sr. Auto Maint. Mechanic
Engineering Aide
Laborer - CDLTransfer Station Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator annual $40,431.2480
Automotive Mechanic bi-weekly $1,555.0480
hourly $19.4381 Cleaner
overtime $29.1572
Special MEO annual $39,110.0320
Skilled Laborer bi-weekly $1,504.2320
Maintenance Mechanic I hourly $18.8029
Tree Trimmer overtime $28.2044
Utility Repair Worker
Asst. Motor Equip. Parts
Foreman
Step 1 Step 2
Motor Equipment Operator annual $30,965.04 $36,545.6000
bi-weekly $1,190.96 $1,405.6000
hourly $14.89 $17.5700
overtime $22.3305 $26.3550
annual $27,113.0080
bi-weekly $1,042.8080
hourly $13.0351
overtime $19.5527
Start 6 months 1 year
annual $23,635.2480 $24,846.8480 $26,085.2800bi-weekly $909.0480 $955.6480 $1,003.2800hourly $11.3631 $11.9456 $12.5410
overtime $17.0447 $17.9184 $18.8115
annual $24,846.8480 $26,085.2800 $27,244.6720bi-weekly $955.6480 $1,003.2800 $1,047.8720hourly $11.9456 $12.5410 $13.0984
overtime $17.9184 $18.8115 $19.6476
annual $17,838.0800 $18,865.8080
bi-weekly $686.0800 $725.6080
hourly $8.5760 $9.0701
overtime $12.8640 $13.6052
* Laborers hired prior to 12/5/2000 willmove directly to the 2nd year rate of MEO when appointed to that title
. .
Stockhandler annual $27,926.4960
bi-weekly $1,074.0960
hourly $13.4262
overtime $20.1393
Start 6 months 1 yearLaborer annual $24,344.3200 $25,592.3200 $26,867.7760
bi-weekly $936.3200 $984.3200 $1,033.3760
hourly $11.7040 $12.3040 $12.9172
overtime $17.5560 $18.4560 $19.3758
Laborer - CDL annual $25,592.3200 $26,867.7760 $28,062.1120
bi-weekly $984.3200 $1,033.3760 $1,079.3120
hourly $12.3040 $12.9172 $13..4914
overtime $18.4560 $19.3758 $20.2371
Cleaner annual $18,373.2640 $19,431.7760
bi-weekly $706.6640 $747.3760
hourly $8.8333 $9.3422
overtime $13.2500 $14.0133
,\
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3% Increase
Title
Construction Inspector
Auto Parts Foreman
Sr. Labor Foreman
Sewer Const.. Inspector
Sign Installatiofl Foreman
Labor Foreman
Parks Foreman
Asst.. Const.. Inspector
Sr.. Auto Maint.. Mechanic
Engineering Aide
Transfer Station Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator
Automotive Mechanic
Special MEO
Skilled Laborer
Maintenance Mechanic I
Tree Trimmer
Utility Repair Worker
Asst.. Motor Equip.. Parts
Foreman
Motor Equipment Operator
annual
bi-weekly
hourly
overtime
annual
bi-weekly
hourly
overtime
annual
bi-weekly
hourly
overtime
annual
bi-weekly
hourly
overtime
annual
bi-weekly
hourly
overtime
$45,651..4240
$1,755.8240
$21.9478
$32.9217
$43,002.9600
$1,653.9600
$20.6745
$31.0118
$41,644.0960
$1,601.6960
$20.0212
$30.0318
$40,283.3600
$1,549.3600
$19..3670
$29..0505
Step 1
$31,893.8880
$1,226.6880
$15.3336
$23.0004
Step 2
$37,641..9680
$1,447.7680
$18..0971
$27.1457
* Laborers hired prior to 12/5/2000 will move directly to the 2nd year rate of MEO when appointed to that title
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3.5% Increase
Title
Construction Inspector annual $47,249.2800
Auto Parts Foreman bi-weekly $1,817.2800
Sr. Labor Foreman hourly $22.7160
overtime $34.0740
Sewer Const. Inspector annual $44,508.0480
Sign Installation Foreman bi-weekly $1,711.8480
Labor Foreman hourly $21.3981
Parks Foreman overtime $32.0972
Asst. Const. Inspector
Sr. Auto Maint. Mechanic
Engineering Aide
Transfer Station Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator annual $43,101.5520
Automotive Mechanic bi-weekly $1,657.7520
hourly $20.7219
overtime $31.0829
Special MEO annual $41,693.1840
Skilled Laborer bi-weekly $1,603.5840
Maintenance Mechanic I hourly $20.0448
Tree Trimmer overtime $30.0672
Utility Repair Worker
Asst. Motor Equip. Parts
Foreman
Step 1 Step 2
Motor Equipment Operator annual $33,010.2240 $38,959.4400
bi-weekly $1,269.6240 $1,498.4400
hourly $15.8703 $18.7305
overtime $23.8055 $28.0958
Stockhandler annual $28,903.8880
bi-weekly $1,111.6880
hourly $13.8961
overtime $20.8442
Start 6 months 1 yearLaborer annual $25,196.2880
.
$26,487.9680 $27,808.1440bi-weekly $969.0880 $1,018.7680 $1,069.5440hourly $12.1136 $12.7346 $13.3693
overtime $18.1704 $19.1019 $20.0540
Laborer - CDL annual $26,487.9680 $27,808.1440 $29,044.2880bi-weekly $1,018.7680 $1,069.5440 $1,117.0880hourly $12.7346 $13.3693 $13.9636
overtime $19.1019 $20.0540 $20.9454
Cleaner annual $19,016.4000 $20,111.9360
bi-weekly $731.4000 $773.5360
hourly $9.1425 $9.6692
overtime $13.7138 $14.5038
* Laborers hired prior to 12/5/2000 will move directly to the 2nd year rate of MEO when appointed to that title
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3.5% Increase
Title
Construction Inspector annual $48,903.0880
Auto Parts Foreman bi-weekly $1,880.8880
Sr. Labor Foreman hourly $23.5111
overtime $35.2667
Sewer Const. Inspector annual $46,065.7600
Sign Installation Foreman bi-weekly $1,771.7600
Labor Foreman hourly $22.1470
Parks Foreman overtime $33.2205
Asst. Canst. Inspector
Sr. Auto Maint. Mechanic
Engineering Aide
Transfer Station Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator annual $44,610.1760
Automotive Mechanic bi-weekly $1,715.7760
hourly $21.4472
overtime $32.1708
Special MEO annual $43,152.5120
Skilled Laborer bi-weekly $1,659.7120
Maintenance Mechanic I hourly $20.7464
Tree Trimmer overtime $31.1196
Utility Repair Worker
Asst. Motor Equip. Parts
Foreman
Step 1 Step 2
Motor Equipment Operator annual $34,165.6640 $40,323.0880
bi-weekly $1,314.0640 $1,550.8880
hourly $16.4258 $19.3861
overtime $24.6387 $29.0792
Stockhandler annual $29,915.6000
bi-weekly $1,150.6000
hourly $14.3825
overtime $21.5738
Start 6 months 1 yearLaborer annual $26,078.2080 $27,415.0240 $28,781.3760bi-weekly $1,003.0080 $1,054.4240 $1,106.9760hourly $12.5376 $13.1803 $13.8372
overtime $18.8064 $19.7705 $20.7558
Laborer - CDL annual $27,415.0240 $28,781.3760 $30,060.7840bi-weekly $1,054.4240 $1,106.9760 $1,156.1840hourly. $13.1803 $13.8372 $14.4523
overtime $19.7705 $20.7558 $21.6785
Cleaner annual $19,682.0000 $20,815.8080
bi-weekly $757.0000 $800.6080
hourly $9.4625 $10.0076
overtime $14.1938 $15.0114
1r Laborers hired prior to 12/5/2000 will move directly to the 2nd year rate of MEO when appointed to that title
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3.5°,10 Increase
Title
Construction Inspector annual $50.614.7200
Auto Parts Foreman bi-weekly $1,946.7200Sr. Labor Foreman hourly $24.3340
overtime $36.5010
Sewer Const. Inspector annual $47.677.9680Sign Installation Foreman bi-weekly $1.833.7680Labor Foreman hourly $22.9221Parks Foreman overtime $34.3832Asst. Const. Inspector
Sr. Auto Maint. Mechanic
Engineering Aide
Transfer Station Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator annual $46,171.6320
Automotive Mechanic bi-weekly $1,775.8320
hourly $22.1979
overtime $33.2969
Special MEO annual $44.662.8000
Skilled Laborer bi-weekly $1.717.8000
Maintenance Mechanic I hourly $21.4725
Tree Trimmer overtime $32.2088Utility Repair Worker
Asst. Motor Equip. Parts
Foreman
Step 1 Step 2
*Motor Equipment Operator annual $35,361.4560 $41,734.3680
bi-weekly $1,360.0560 $1,605.1680
hourly $17.0007 $20.0646
overtime $25.5011 $30.0969
Stockhandler annual $30,962.6720
bi-weekly $1,190.8720
hourly $14.8859
overtime $22.3289
Start 6 months 1 yearLaborer annual $26,990.9120 $28,374.5280 $29,788.7200bi-weekly $1,038.1120 $1,091.3280 . $1,145.7200hourly $12.9764 $13.6416 $14.3215overtime $19.4646 $20.4624 $21.4823
Laborer - CDL annual $28,374.5280 $29,788.7200 $31,112.8480bi-weekly $1,091.3280 $1,145.7200 $1,196.6480hourly $13.6416 $14.3215 $14.9581overtime $20.4624 $21.4823 $22.4372
Cleaner annual $20,370.8960 $21,544.4320
bi-weekly $783.4960 $828.6320
hourly $9.7937 $10.3579
overtime $14.6906 $15.5369
* Laborers hired prior to 12/5/2000 will move directly to the 2nd year rate of MEO when appointed to that title
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